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Abstract—RFID shows great potentials to build useful sensing applications. However, current RFID sensing can obtain mainly a single-dimensional sensing measurement from each reader-to-tag query, such as phase, RSS, etc. This is sufficient to fulfill the designs that are bound to the tag’s movement, e.g., the localization of tags. However, it imposes inevitable uncertainty on many sensing tasks relying on the features extracted from the RFID signals. These traditional sensing measurements limit the fidelity of RFID sensing fundamentally and prevent its broader usage in more sophisticated sensing scenarios. This paper presents RF-Wise to push the limit of RFID-based sensing, motivated by an insightful observation to customize RFID signals. RF-Wise can enrich the existing single-dimensional feature measure to a channel state information (CSI)-like measure with up to 150-dimensional samples across different frequencies concurrently. More importantly, RF-Wise is a software solution atop the standard EPC Gen2 protocol without using any extra hardware. It requires only one tag for sensing and works within the ISM band. RF-Wise, so far as we know, is the first system of such a kind. Extensive experiments show that RF-Wise does not impact underlying RFID communications, while by using the features extracted by RF-Wise, applications’ sensing performance can be improved remarkably. The source codes of RF-Wise are available at https://cui-zhao.github.io/RF-WISE/.

Index Terms—Internet of things, RFID, wireless sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have recently witnessed a surge of research that leverages the wireless signals for sensing [1]–[3], among which RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is an important and widely adopted such technique. RFID employs passive tags as the sensors usually [4]. These tags are battery-free, small-in-size, and low-cost, which are suitable to achieve long-term and large-scale deployment for plenty of useful applications in practice. For instance, food safety [5], the contactless human-computer interaction (HCI) [6], the smart manufacturing [7], etc.

Motivation. RFID reader queries tags following an Aloha-based MAC from the EPC Gen2 protocol [8]. The reading rate (the frequency to collect the sensing samples) is moderate merely, e.g., 40~200 times per sec. Hence, the sensing quality from each query becomes more crucial. However, the current RFID sensing can obtain mainly a single-dimensional sensing measurement from each query, such as phase, RSS, etc. This is sufficient for the designs bounded to the tag’s movement, e.g., the localization of tags [9], vibration counting [10], etc. Nevertheless, it imposes inevitable uncertainties on a large spectrum of sensing tasks relying on the detailed features extracted from the RFID signals: 1) Recognizing the diluted alcohols or fake/expired food materials with subtle differences to ensure food safety [1]. 2) Capturing fast or subtle gestures for contactless human-computer interactions [11]. 3) Sensing dense goods in manufacturing, etc. Thus, traditional single-dimensional sensing measurement limits the fidelity of RFID sensing fundamentally, and prevents its broader usage in more sophisticated and realistic sensing scenarios.

To overcome these limitations, great efforts have been made to increase the sensing sample’s diversity by using frequency hopping [12] or tag array [13], which however are not effective due to the inherently large latency between two sample collections (Section VI). Some recent work [1] proposes to utilize an extra device to transmit additional wide-band (500 MHz) signals to improve the sensing fidelity. The cost (from the extra transmission device) and overhead (to synchronize this extra signal with the RFID signal) cannot be neglected. In essence, previous multi-frequency and wideband RFID sensing suffer from three limitations, including i) large time latency, ii) higher cost and overhead, and iii) signal interference (discussed in Section VI). We thus wonder naturally whether we can improve RFID sensing without such extra costs and overhead?

Observation. The system proposed in this paper, RF-Wise, brings a positive answer. It can enrich the single-dimensional sensing measurement to a fine-grained channel state information (CSI)-like measure, composed of a series of independent sensing samples obtained across frequencies. RF-Wise can further enhance this sensing fidelity by harnessing more usable bandwidth in RFID. More importantly, RF-Wise is a purely software solution atop the standard RFID system without using any extra hardware. It requires only one tag for sensing, works within the ISM band, is compatible with the EPC Gen2 protocol, and is a generic design to be integrated into many existing applications to improve their performance directly. RF-Wise is designed based on the following observation.

The RFID signal contains a continuous wave to power tag’s backscattering, which is configured with a constant amplitude value usually. In this paper, we observe that the
tag’s backscattering is not sensitive to the *waveform format*\(^1\) of the continuous wave — even it is designed to be another type of sequence with enough energy, tags may still be activated and functioned normally. This observation inspires us to “customize” the continuous wave by employing frequency multiplexing so that we can collect multiple sensing samples over frequencies concurrently from each query (no frequency hopping). For example, the sensing dimension can be increased from 1 to 16 to fully cover the typical 2 MHz band with a frequency spacing of 125 KHz. Moreover, improved by using more allowable or usable bandwidth in RFID, e.g., 26 MHz in the U.S., the sensing dimension can be increased up to 150 further, which thus fundamentally breaks the limit in the current RFID sensing.

However, to realize this idea in a real system, we need to address the following three challenges.

1) *Protocol-compatible frequency multiplexing.* Frequency multiplexing is a mature wireless technique, e.g., in Wi-Fi [14]. But, to enable it for RFID, we need to ensure the RFID signal still adheres to the EPC Gen2 protocol after our customization, such that RF-Wise is compatible with the commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) tags and does not impair the inherent RFID communications.

2) *Hardware imperfection and constraints.* In order to take full advantage of frequency multiplexing, we observe a severe and unique cascaded integrator-comb (CIC) roll-off issue [15] as well as other hardware constraints. They can be avoided with the bandwidth commonly adopted in RFID communications, while they appear when more bandwidths are expected to use for sensing. We should address them explicitly.

3) *Feature extraction.* Finally, we need to figure out how to extract more representative and reliable features from the sensing samples obtained from our design, so that RF-Wise can benefit a variety of sensing applications directly.

**Contributions.** In this paper, we propose effective techniques to address the above challenges. To validate the efficacy of RF-Wise, we develop a prototype using one USRP X310 software radio with a daughter-board merely, and test it with the COTS passive tags. The underlying communication still follows the EPC Gen2 protocol without impacting its communication efficiency, while the dimension of the sensing samples from each query can be improved up to 150. With such an enhanced sensing ability, we investigate its utility through *liquid classification* and *gesture recognition* two concrete applications, and observe the performance gain from 20.2% to 40.7% by replacing the sensing features derived from RF-Wise.

Meanwhile, we have also made great engineering efforts to upgrade the public EPC Gen2 source code [16] to support RF-Wise with several promising new features: i) I/Q modulation for the continuous wave, ii) code optimization to avoid “core dumped error”, and iii) parameter configuration to enable a wider-band RFID transmission of up to 25 MHz bandwidth. So far as we know, no such codes are publicly available yet and we release our codes in [17] to facilitate future studies. In summary, this paper has made the following contributions:

- To our best knowledge, RF-Wise is the first work to obtain fine-grained CSI-like sensing samples purely from RFID signals to advance RFID sensing. It is a software solution atop standard RFID without using any extra device, compatible with EPC Gen2 within the ISM band, requires one tag for sensing, and is generic for various applications.
- We identify a series of unique challenges encountered in designing RF-Wise. We propose some novel and effective techniques to address these challenging issues.
- We make great engineering efforts for system development. We examine RF-Wise’s efficacy by two applications. Results also suggest that RF-Wise does not impact the efficiency of the underlying RFID communications.

**Organization.** The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the preliminaries in Section II and the system design in Section III. The implementation and evaluation are presented in Section IV and V, respectively. We review related works in Section VI before we discuss and conclude in Section VII and VIII.

### II. Preliminaries

#### A. Application Scenarios

In this section, we first discuss the application scenarios that RF-Wise can benefit, including at least:

1) *Food safety.* Sensing foods or materials in a non-invasive way is a promising and important topic to ensure the food safety. For instance, the diluted alcohols mixed by the cheap methanol could lead to blindness or even death of people [18]. Fake materials (e.g., oil, medicine, etc.) could cause allergy or other diseases [19]. Expired drinks may also cause health issues. To sense foods using RFID, the features are generated by the coupling effect between the food and the tag [20], which can be reflected at different frequencies. RF-Wise can extract such fine-grained features to enable a reliable sensing.

2) *Contactless HCI.* Contactless human-computer interactions (HCI) become increasingly desired nowadays to reduce the risk of influenza infection. For instance, in public lavatories, users can use their hand gestures in the air to operate the automatic toilet system to avoid a physical touch. At gate entrances, the user’s gesture or speaking features can be used for authentication [21], without removing face masks or typing on the input panel. For these applications, the features from the dynamic gestures can be captured more precisely through the sensing measures of RF-Wise cross different frequencies.

3) *Smart manufacturing.* RFID sensing can also be applied to achieve the smart manufacturing and industry management. For example, deciding whether the fragile goods are placed slantly, recognizing worker’s gestures in the air to operate the devices deployed in remote, hash or even dangerous areas, etc.

#### B. RFID Communication Primer

Before elaborating on the system design, we introduce an RFID communication primer. RFID reader queries tags in an inventory follow the EPC Gen2 protocol, shown in Fig. 1.\(^1\)
1) Reader starts with a “Query” command and waits for the “RN16” reply backscattered by the tag. During this waiting interval, reader transmits an unmodulated radio frequency (RF) carrier, which is the continuous wave, to power the tag’s backscattering for the “RN16” reply.

2) After “RN16” is received, reader sends an “ACK” command and continues to transmit continuous wave for tag to backscatter its “EPC”.

In the rest of this paper, we make the following two notes to facilitate the discussions:

- **Query**: For the representation ease, the term “query” in the rest paper refers to the whole inventory, instead of the “Query” command (Fig. 1) unless specified otherwise.
- **Continuous wave**: For each query, prior sensing samples (e.g., phase, RSS, etc.) are extracted from the “EPC” field in the received signal. We also adopt this field. Hence, our proposed signal operations in next section is only applied to the continuous wave covering the “EPC” field.

### III. RF-Wise Design

RF-Wise contains three main components shown in Fig. 2:

![Fig. 2. The overview of the RF-Wise design.](image)

1) **Frequency spreading** (Section III-A): multiplexing frequencies by customizing continuous waves to obtain multi-dimensional sensing samples from different frequencies concurrently.

2) **Harnessing wider-band** (Section III-B): harnessing more allowable bandwidth to enrich the sensing samples further, and enhance the timing resolution of sensing as well, after a set of hardware related issues are addressed.

3) **Feature extraction** (Section III-C): extracting representative and effective features from the sensing samples obtained by RF-Wise, to be used by various applications.

Next, we elaborate on the design details of each component in RF-Wise.

#### A. Multi-carrier Frequency Spreading

In each query, continuous wave (denoted as s) is modulated to the carrier wave to provide sufficient energy to activate tag’s backscattering, and s is set with a constant amplitude.

![Fig. 3. Tag’s backscattering is not sensitive to the waveform format of s.](image)

This observation offers a chance to “customize” s to enrich the sensing dimensions for each query dramatically — We propose to multiplex the frequency of s to build orthogonal sub-carriers in parallel, so that independent and multi-dimensional samples can be obtained from these sub-carriers concurrently in each query. For example, with a sub-carrier spacing of 125 KHz and a typical 2 MHz bandwidth, we can obtain 16 (= \( \frac{2 \text{ MHz}}{125 \text{ KHz}} \)) samples from each query to cover this 2 MHz band, which is similar as the channel state information (CSI) measure in Wi-Fi [22]. This signal customization is purely software based without using any extra hardware. To build sub-carriers for RFID, we adopt the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) under the RFID-incurred constraints.

#### 2) Continuous wave meets OFDM: We first introduce our OFDM symbol generator as shown in Fig. 4, followed by two issues that need to be addressed in the context of RFID.

A dummy binary sequence is generated and mapped on a constellation diagram to produce OFDM symbols using PSK (phase-shift keying) of degree \( n \), i.e., the constellation diagram contains \( n \) points in total and every \( \log_2(n) \) dummy bits are mapped to one constellation point. Fig. 4 shows the case when \( n = 4 \). Each constellation point \( i \) is a complex number \( c_i \) in the frequency domain and a series of \( \{c_i\} \) are generated from the dummy sequence.

The complex numbers \( \{c_i\} \) then go through three routine modules — Serial-to-Parallel (S/P), Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) and Parallel-to-Serial (P/S). For IFFT, every \( N \) complex numbers \( c_i \) are grouped to perform IFFT, where \( N \) is the IFFT length and it also equals to the number of sub-carriers to occupy different frequencies. Finally, after the “P/S” module, each group of \( N \) complex numbers \( c_i \) produce one
piece of the signal in the time domain, which is one OFDM symbol $O_i$. All the OFDM symbols form the new continuous wave $s'$.  

Fig. 4. Illustration of the OFDM symbol generation.

**Problem.** Above OFDM generation is inspired by the frequency multiplexing in Wi-Fi, whereas to apply it for RFID, we need to ensure that the customized $s'$ is still compatible with the standard RFID EPC Gen2 protocol and hardware.

1) **OFDM symbol length.** RFID tag backscatters a reader’s query using the “ON/OFF” keying (OOK) modulation. During the switch of these two opposite states (Fig. 5), a significant signal fluctuation may overwhelm the sensing features of the targets. This problem could potentially undermine the effectiveness of feature learning by subsequent classifiers, as machine learning or neural networks tend to prioritize extracting more distinct representations. So, within each “ON/OFF” state, at least one complete OFDM symbol should not cross the switching edge of two states. It can be ensured by setting the sub-carrier number $N$ (in Fig. 4) to obtain a proper symbol length.

Fig. 5. At least one complete OFDM symbol should exist in each “ON/OFF” state.

For RFID, the number of the signal samples (denoted as $M$) in one “ON/OFF” state is determined by both the bandwidth $B$ and the backscatter link frequency ($f_{BLF}$) [23]:

$$M = B/(\mu \times f_{BLF}) = B \times P_{TRReal}/(\mu \times P_{DR}), \quad (1)$$

where $\mu = 1$ or 2 according to from which bit the OFDM symbols are extracted, because bit “1/0” is formed with two equal-length “ON-or-OFF”/“ON-and-OFF” states under the FMO coding. For Miller coding, $\mu$ should equal $2 \times$ or $4 \times$ of the coding level for bit “1/0”, e.g., $\mu = 4$ if an OFDM symbol is extracted from bit “1” towards 2-Miller coding. Discussion about $\mu$ is detailed in Section III-C. Among Eq. (1), $f_{BLF} = P_{DR}/P_{TRReal}$, and $P_{DR}$ (Divide Ratio) and $P_{TRReal}$ (Tag-to-Interrogator calibration symbol) are two RFID system parameters.$^{2}$ To ensure that at least one complete OFDM symbol is in each ON or OFF state, the OFDM symbol length should be no greater than half of the ON/OFF duration. Moreover, at the start and end of a state, there are usually two intermediate behaviors (the process of gradually stabilizing a state) that are also harmful to sensing. To avoid these intermediate behaviors (according to our experiments, each of them covers about 6% of a state), we further set a 15% residual to ensure a more reliable implementation as follows:

$$N \leq \frac{M}{2} \times 85\% = \frac{B \times P_{TRReal} \times 85\%}{2 \times \mu \times P_{DR}} = \hat{N}. \quad (2)$$

For RFID sensing, a larger $N$ is desired, such that more sensing samples can be collected from more different sub-carriers. However, Eq. (2) indicates that the increase of $N$ cannot exceed an upper-bound $\hat{N}$ due to “OOK” modulation; Otherwise, the quality of the OFDM symbol cannot be guaranteed. The specific value of $\hat{N}$ depends on $B$, $P_{TRReal}$ and $P_{DR}$, whose setting will be discussed in Section III-B.

2) **Coexisted sensing and communication.** The new continuous wave $s'$ obtained so far complies to RFID’s modulation. However, we find that the average energy of this new $s'$ itself is small, which cannot activate tags and the sensing cannot be conducted. To overcome this issue, if we scale $s'$ with a large factor $\alpha$ directly, its energy could be sufficient, while we observe that this scaled continuous wave $\alpha \times s'$ will be too noisy and sacrifices the underlying RFID communication, so that RFID reader cannot decode the tag’s replied EPC data.

Therefore, in RF-Wise, we propose to load the generated $s'$ on top of the standard constant continuous wave $s$, instead of replacing it. In such a composed $\tilde{s} = \alpha \times s' + s$, $s$ provides sufficient energy to power the tag’s backscattering, and $s'$ (with a strength factor $\alpha$) is employed for sensing. Meanwhile, we need to ensure the orthogonality of all the sub-carriers so that the sensing can be performed correctly atop such a new $\tilde{s}$. To demonstrate the orthogonality of these sub-carriers, we formulate the demodulation process of a certain sub-carrier $j$, e.g., $\int \tilde{s} \times \cos(j\omega t) \, dt$ as:

$$\int (\alpha \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_i \times \cos(i\omega t) + s) \times \cos(j\omega t) \, dt,$$

$$= \alpha \times c_j \int \cos^2(j\omega t) \, dt,$$  \quad (3)

where $c_i$ denotes the data carried by the $i$-th subcarrier $\cos(i\omega t)$ and $N$ is the number of sub-carriers. Because it is known that $\cos(\omega t)$, $\cos(2\omega t)$, ..., $\cos(n\omega t)$ (n is an integer) are orthogonal, and $s \times \int \cos(j\omega t) dt = 0$. So only the component of sub-carrier $j$ is preserved, i.e., $\alpha \times c_j \int \cos^2(j\omega t) dt \neq 0$, and Eq. (3) indicates the orthogonality among all the sub-carriers. The coexistence of sensing and communication can be thus ensured.

3) **Sensing sample extraction:** With the injected OFDM symbols, we are able to measure the channel frequency response (CFR, denoted as $H_i$) from each complete OFDM
symbol $\hat{O}_i$ in the received (EPC) signal by $\hat{O}_i = H_i \cdot O_i + e$, where $O_i$ is this OFDM symbol before transmission and $e$ is a noise. We can estimate $H_i$ by mean square error minimization [24]. Each $H_i$ is a $N$-dimensional vector essentially, $H_i = \{h_i(j)\}_{j=1}^N$, where each $h_i(j)$ corresponds to one sub-carrier $j$ and $N$ is the total number of sub-carriers. We note that each $H_i$ measured from an OFDM symbol is similar as each CSI measured from a packet in Wi-Fi. Hence, the raw sensing samples $H$ outputted by RF-Wise from each query are the following set:

$$H = \{H_i\}_{i=1}^S,$$

where $S$ is the number of complete OFDM symbols $O_i$s extracted from this query. Eq. (4) suggests that:

- RF-Wise expands the sampling sample’s dimensions across frequencies (each $H_i$ is $N$-dimensional), this is where the sensing performance gain comes from.
- It can also do such fine-grained sensing multiple times in each query (e.g., $H_{1-S}$) to make sensing more reliable.

Later, we propose two types of features derived from $H$ (Section III-C), which are tailored for different sensing scenarios and can be adopted by different applications directly.

To showcase the benefits of multi-frequency sensing, we make a visualized comparison between traditional RFID and RF-Wise (CSI-like features) towards the same sensing targets. As depicted in Fig. 6 (a), the phase (in radian) information, which is a common sensing feature for RFIDs, only offers a one-dimensional sensing pattern. However, RF-Wise encompasses multiple sub-carriers across different frequencies, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (b), thereby possessing the greater potential to distinguish subtle variations in the target (detailed in Section V-A).

**4) Practical Considerations in RF-Wise:** To develop RF-Wise as a practical system, we further consider following three aspects related to sensing and communications in our design:

1) DC sub-carrier: Direct current (DC) sub-carrier (covering the central frequency of the signal) is not adopted for sensing, because it suffers the interference from the local oscillator leak [25], which could cause its sensing sample unreliable. To avoid this issue, we can set this constellation point to “0” in the constellation mapping.

2) OFDM symbol: In principle, our generated OFDM symbols can be obtained from any dummy binary sequences. However, to locate each symbol from received signals, we design the content of OFDM symbols to be highly correlated (e.g., using the training sequence used in Wi-Fi or Barker code [26]) and the same to each other. Researchers may also customize their sequence according to a specific task while ensuring a good correlation.

3) Cyclic prefix: A cyclic prefix needs to be added prior to each OFDM symbol to overcome the inter-symbol/carrier interference (ISI/ICI). Because OFDM symbols in RF-Wise have the same content as stated above, each symbol serves as the prefix of the next one automatically and we do not need to add an extra cyclic prefix in RF-Wise.

4) Non-linearities: Modulating the continuous wave (both amplitude and phase) may cause different behaviors of the tags. In particular, non-linearities [27] can be detrimental to both sensing and communication processes. Since these non-linear phenomena are unrelated to sensing targets, maintaining a consistent customization of the entire continuous wave for each RFID inventory helps limit a constant non-linear factor, thereby minimizing adverse impact on system performance.

**B. Harnessing Hardware-constrained Wider-band**

Before elaborating the detailed feature designs, we propose to harness wider bandwidth to further augment $H$ first.

1) Opportunity and Problem: Since the number of bits backscattered by tag in each query is small, e.g., 96–128 bits for EPC, the bandwidth used for RFID communications is relatively narrow usually (1~2 MHz), while the total allowable or usable bandwidth for RFID communications is much wider, e.g., 26 MHz (U.S.), 8 MHz (Australia), 5 MHz (China), etc. This inspires us to further spread OFDM symbols to occupy more bandwidth to obtain more concurrent samples from each query, e.g., with the bandwidth of 25 MHz, each $H_1$ can produce 150 samples over this band. On the other hand, a wider bandwidth can increase the timing resolution of each $H_1$ further ($\Delta t \propto 1/B$, the smaller the better). This is beneficial, especially for capturing the object’s or human’s mobility.

**Problem.** Within an allowable bandwidth upper-bound ($B_u$), we find that the bandwidth $B$ may not be able to simply set as $B_u$, since an inappropriate $B$ will cause a serious cascaded integrator-comb (CIC) roll-off issue [15] and other hardware problems to “pollute” the transmitted signal and undermine the sensing. This is a unique challenge when more bandwidths are leveraged in the RFID sensing.

2) Enlarging the bandwidth: CIC filters are a class of finite-response filters, which are used in both the RF signal transmitting and receiving [28] combined with an interpolator or decimator:

- Transmitting: they are the anti-imaging filters to interpolate signals for increasing the sample rate, e.g., Fig. 7-(top).
- Receiving: they are anti-aliasing filters to decimate signals for reducing the sample rate, e.g., Fig. 7-(bottom).

The purpose of performing interpolation or decimation is to bridge the rate mismatch between the sample rate (whose value equals the bandwidth $B$) and the DAC/ADC rate $r$ (where $r$ is fixed and equals 100/200/400 MHz normally in RFID systems). Fig. 7 depicts the CIC filters in interpolation and decimation, where $D$ is a delay length, $Z$ denotes a Z-domain transfer, and $R = \frac{1}{r}$ which is a key ratio to be determined for.
avoiding the CIC roll-off issue. To this end, we consider the following two aspects:

1) First, to ensure RFID to communicate normally, the ratio $R = \frac{2}{B}$ needs to be an even number according to the hardware characteristic [29]. Otherwise, a strong response will always appear around the central frequency to dominate the signal and undermine the sensing. However, for our sensing design, we find that an even number may not be enough and $R$ should be further in a form of $2^i$, where $i$ is a positive integer, as Fig. 8 depicts. In traditional RFID communications, $B$ is 1~2 MHz usually, satisfying $R$’s requirement thus without suffering the CIC roll-off issue.

2) On the other hand, the value of bandwidth $B$ also impacts the feasible range of other RFID meta parameters $\theta_B$, including $f_{BLF}$, $P_{T_{RF}}$, $P_{T_{array}}$, etc. These parameters together decide the lengths ($L_j(\cdot)$) of Query, RN16, ACK, and EPC, which must be integers ($\in N_+$). For instance, the length for EPC can be computed by $L_{EPC}(\cdot) = (t_1 + t_2 + t_{epc} \cdot 10^9/f_{BLF}) \cdot B/10^9$, where $t_1$ and $t_2$ are waiting delays before and after the duration of $t_{epc}$.

With above understanding, the solution can be formulated as maximizing bandwidth $B$ subjected to hardware constraints:

$$
\max_{\theta_B} B,
$$
\begin{align}
&\text{s.t. } B \leq B_u, \\
&\quad \frac{r}{B} \in \{2^i\}, \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, \\
&\quad L_j(B, \theta_B) \in N_+, \ j = 1, \ldots, 4,
\end{align}

where Eq. (6) ensures that the $B$ is in an allowable bandwidth range, Eq. (7) avoids the CIC roll-off issue and Eq. (8) ensures all the lengths of RFID commands to be integers. By solving this problem, we can determine $B$ and leverage this wider bandwidth to augment each $H_i$ in $\mathcal{H}$ to include the sensing samples from more frequencies. Meanwhile, the above constraints also ensure that the underlying RFID communications are not impacted.

Summary. With our customized continuous wave $\pi$, we can multiplex frequencies to obtain fine-grained sensing samples from each query (Section III-A). In this subsection, we leverage more allowable bandwidth under hardware constraints for augmenting the number of sensing samples further. As Fig. 9(a) shows, if we simply adopt a wider bandwidth (e.g., 25 MHz) without frequency multiplexing, only the central frequency is strong and other frequency components are too weak to be utilized for sensing. In contrast, with our design, the entire band can be utilized for sensing, as Fig. 9(b) depicts.

C. Sensing Feature Extraction

In Section III-A, we obtain the sensing samples $\mathcal{H} (= \{H_i\})$ from each query, and $H_i$ is the channel frequency response from each complete OFDM symbol $i$. Through our study, we find that under FM0 coding (the default setting of this paper), the “ON/OFF” state lasts for a half of or a whole bit length for bit “0/1”, respectively, as shown in Fig. 10. There are thus two different formats of $H_i$ when OFDM symbols are obtained from different bits with different merits.

1) Towards static targets: The first type of sensing feature is $\mathcal{H}^1 (= \{H_i^1\})$, where OFDM symbols are obtained from bits “1” only. In this case, the upper-bound $\tilde{N}$ for the number

![Fig. 10. Duration of “ON/OFF” state for FM0-based bit “0/1”, respectively.](image-url)
of sub-carriers is larger (i.e., the factor $\mu = 1$ in Eqs. (1) and (2)) compared with $N$ in the next case.

The advantage to collect OFDM symbols from only bits “1” is that each $H_i^k$ contains the sensing samples from more sub-carriers, e.g., finer-grained samples across frequencies, while the drawback is that there are no sensing samples from bit “0”, leading to some “empty” sensing spots along the time in the received EPC signal. Fortunately, to sense static targets (e.g., liquid recognition), the frequency granularity (refers to the number of distinct sensing frequencies) dominates the sensing performance rather than the number of $H_i$.s. Because different sensing frequencies produce different weak couplings [20] between the tag and object, which is the source of sensing features. Therefore, if RF-Wise is deployed to sense static targets, we propose to configure RF-Wise to collect $H_1^i$ from bits “1” only and then derive the following feature from $H_1^i$ for applications:

$$F_{sta} = \frac{1}{q_1} \sum_{i=1}^{q_1} H_1^i (on) - \frac{1}{q_2} \sum_{j=1}^{q_2} H_1^j (off), \quad (9)$$

where $q_1$ and $q_2$ are the numbers of OFDM symbols identified from the “ON” and “OFF” states for bits “1” in each query, respectively.

As $H_1^i (off)$s include the channel propagation of query signals (containing some environment information), and the $H_1^i (on)$s involves both the channel propagation and the tag’s backscattering of query signals, computing their difference can alleviate environment impacts and feature offsets caused by hardware [30]. Feature $F_{sta}$ is a $N$-dimensional vector and each element represents a sensing measurement of different frequencies, i.e., different coupling effects happened between the target and tag. We use it for the liquid classification application in our evaluation.

2) Towards dynamic targets: The other option of sensing feature extraction can be $H^{0/1} = \{H_i^{0/1}\}$, where OFDM symbols are obtained from both “0,” “1” bits. Because the state duration of bit “0” is only half of that of bit “1”, in this case, we have to set $\hat{N}$ to be half of the $N$ above (i.e., by setting $\mu = 2$ in Eqs. (1) and (2)), and the actual number of sub-carriers $N'$ also becomes smaller. However, the advantage is that there will be always two $H_i^{0/1}$s obtained from each bit (no empty sensing spots), which is suitable to sense the moving targets, e.g., the hand gestures. So, if RF-Wise is used to sense dynamic targets, we propose to collect $H_0^{0/1}$ and treat it as the feature directly:

$$F_{dyn} = H_0^{0/1} = \{H_i^{0/1}\}_{i=1}^{q_3}, \quad (10)$$

where $q_3$ denotes the number of OFDM symbols identified from a series of queries during the sensing task. Feature $F_{dyn}$ is a $N' \times q_3$ matrix to better capture target’s subtle temporal varying, which will be further optimized and used for the gesture recognition in our evaluation.

In particular, since $F_{dyn}$ contains $N'$ sensing measurements from different frequencies towards the same moving target, some of them may contain redundant sensing information. According to our experiments, these redundant measurements have limited contributions to the downstream sensing application designs but introduce unnecessary computation overhead. Moreover, redundant measurements may appear in different frequencies for different sensing tasks. We thus cannot simply decrease $N'$ to a smaller number arbitrarily. To overcome this issue, we propose to extract the most representative frequency components by adopting the principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm [31]. In addition, any dynamic target may not have an exactly same moving speed, leading to a fact that $q_3$ can be different each time. Hence, we further employ sequence warping [32] to unify the feature length for matching the input size of the consequent machine learning method or neural network in our system implementation.

Summary. We note that $F_{sta}$ and $F_{dyn}$ introduced above are two examples for two typical sensing tasks merely. Users are not forced to use them, which can be modified or even re-designed according to the particular sensing requirements. In summary, RF-Wise is configured by the following two steps for a sensing application:

- After the formulation from Eqs. (5) to (8) is solved, we can first determine the bandwidth $B$ and other meta parameters to ensure RFID’s communications.
- Factor $\mu$ (in Eqs. (1-2)) is then determined based on the sensing scenario: static ($\mu = 1$) or dynamic ($\mu = 2$), so that a suitable feature can be adopted.

In addition, RF-Wise will introduce a range of parameter configurations including both RFID-specific and system-specific parameters (detailed in the next Section). System-specific parameters, such as the number of subcarriers and the strength factor $\alpha$, are configured to fulfill different bandwidth requirements that ensure optimal sensing performance while minimizing computational overhead. So it somewhat characterizes RF-Wise as a setup-dependent system. However, those RFID-specific parameters adhere to RFID standards, their optimization represents a generic and compliant design across different frequency bands and commercial RFID systems. To this end, RF-Wise doesn’t entirely rely on specific setups.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Experimental Setups

Hardware. RF-Wise is developed using one USRP X310 with one SBX-40 daughterboard. Two directional antennas (Laird S9028PCR with the gain of 8 dBi) are installed to transmit and receive signals to and from the Alien 9640 RFID tag, respectively. USRP is connected to a desktop of an Intel Core i9-9900K CPU, 32 GB RAM, Intel Converged Network Adapter X520-DA1 and 10 Gigabit Ethernet Cable for a high bit-rate sensing data collection.

Software development. The back-end of RF-Wise runs on the EPC Gen2 protocol using GNU Radio 3.7 and UHD 3.15 on Ubuntu 18.04. The public native EPC Gen2 source code [16] does not support the modulation of the complex numbers to encode OFDM symbols into the continuous wave. Therefore, we have also made significant engineering efforts to augment this source code to support the following new features:

- We enhance the implementation of the Reader Block by adding new codes to process complex numbers and enable I/Q modulation on continuous waves.
We evaluate the performance and the utilities of RF-Wise through two useful applications, and the experimental environment includes typical office furniture and equipment.

1) Liquid classification. As stated in Section II, non-intrusive liquid classification is beneficial to the food safety. In this...
evaluation, we experiment on 18 different liquids commonly in our daily life, including similar liquids (e.g., coke-pepsi-sprite, beer-wine, skimmed-whole milk, etc.), which are illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and detailed in Fig. 14. For each liquid, we fill it in a plastic container of 200 mL with one tag attached to the surface of the container with a thin plastic foam of 1 mm in between (to ensure tag backscatters properly [20]). The antenna-to-tag distance is 50 cm. For each liquid, we collect the sensing data from 250 to 350 times. We then adopt 2/3 of the data to train a classifier (stated below) and the rest data for evaluation.

2) Gesture recognition. Gesture recognition is another useful application to enable contactless HCI. In this evaluation, we invite five users (3 males and 2 females, informed consent obtained) to conduct the same set of six hand gestures as [34], including to rotate left/right, sweep left/right and zoom in/out. For these gestures, we collect 1200 sensing data in total. We adopt 2/3 of the data for training and the rest for evaluation. The antenna-to-tag distance is also 50 cm, as shown in Fig. 12(b). We also evaluate RF-Wise under various settings, e.g., different hand-to-tag distances, different speeds to perform gestures, etc.

3) Classifier. To understand the effectiveness of RF-Wise’s sensing features, we adopt a lightweight classifier — the random forest in Weka 3.8.5 [35] — for both applications (without using the advanced neural networks). The four main parameters in a random forest are empirically set as $P = 100$, $I = 100$, $V = 0.001$, and $S = 1$. Among them, “P” specifies the number of features to be considered in each decision tree, “I” determines the number of decision trees contained in a random forest, “V” sets the maximum depth of each decision tree, and “S” defines the random seed.

A. Performance in Liquid Classification

We compare the following methods in this application:

- PAR-PHA [36]: using one pair of tags (PAR) and the signal’s phase information (PHA) for sensing;
- PAR-HOP [12]: using one pair of tags (PAR) with the mechanism of frequency hopping (HOP) for sensing (both RSS and phase, same as ARY-HOP);
- ARY-HOP [13]: using both one tag array of eight tags (ARY) and the frequency hopping (HOP) for sensing;
- RF-Wise: our proposed method using only one tag and the $F_{sta}$ feature ($B = 25$ MHz by default) for sensing.

1) Overall performance: Fig. 13(a) reports the accuracy among these methods. With the single-dimensional feature from the signal’s phase, PAR-PHA cannot classify 18 liquids reliably with an accuracy of 57.5% only. Upgraded by the frequency hopping, PAR-HOP can improve the accuracy to 87.9%. We find that its performance is mainly limited by the large latency between the hopping at any two frequencies, e.g., 200 ms, so that PAR-HOP only hops seven frequencies [12] for efficient classification. As shown in the next application when the sensing target is moving, such a large latency will degrade the sensing performance significantly. Next, by using eight tags, ARY-HOP further improves the accuracy to 94.6%. In contrast, RF-Wise uses only one tag and achieves the highest accuracy of 98.2%. Compared with PAR-PHA, the fine-grained features from RF-Wise leads to 40.7% gain.

Moreover, Fig. 14 shows the detailed confusion matrix of these 18 liquids classified by RF-Wise. We can see that RF-Wise can achieve an accurate classification, which has errors occasionally for highly similar liquids, e.g., among Coke, Pepsi, and Sprite, or between whole and skimmed milk. To further investigate how RF-Wise can distinguish them, we employ principal component analysis (PCA) to project sensing features into a low-dimensional space for visualization, as depicted in Fig. 15. From the figure, it becomes evident that the distances in feature space between these liquids present our features’ powerful sensing capability (whole/skimmed milk and Coke/Pepsi have similar ingredients, while juice and yogurt are quite different).

2) Performance v.s. bandwidth: The performance of RF-Wise in Fig. 13(a) is achieved by using the bandwidth of 25 MHz. In Fig. 13(b), we further investigate RF-Wise under
other two bandwidth settings. The result shows that even for the common 2 MHz, the fine-grained sensing feature obtained through RF-Wise can lead to a good result already, e.g., 94.8% classification accuracy, which can be further increased to 97.1% when the bandwidth is 10 MHz. Fig. 13(b) indicates that compared with the prior methods, the fine-grained sensing feature across different frequencies is the main source leading to RF-Wise’s performance improvement.

3) Feature’s sensitivity: In Fig. 16, we further introduce two more challenging settings intentionally to demonstrate the necessary to use fine-grained features for liquid classification.

In the first setting, we start from the pure wine and add different volumes of water, e.g., 5 mL (2.5%), 10 mL (5%) and 15 mL (7.5%), and show the features obtained by RF-Wise. From Fig. 16(a), we can see that with different volumes of water mixed into the wine, some sub-carriers exhibit distinct frequency responses, which provides an opportunity to distinguish them. This ability can be used to detect the fake wines, e.g., with 5% or more water mixed, we can achieve the accuracy of over 99% to distinguish them.

In the second setting, we open one bottle of fresh milk and collect its sensing features after one, two and four hours (in the environment with a temperature of $30 \sim 35 ^\circ C$). Fig. 16(b) depicts that their features show differences across sub-carriers and we highlight the most evident parts by the red circles. Both of these two experiments show the importance of fine-grained features to capture the subtle differences for sensing.

![Fig. 16. Sensing features of RF-Wise for (a) the wine by adding different volumes of water and (b) the milk after it is opened for one to four hours.](image)

4) Performance v.s. distance: To evaluate how RF-Wise performs at different tag-to-reader-antenna distances, we keep 25 MHz setting and plot the result in Fig. 17. The system maintains robust performance within 1 m, experiences slight degradation between 1.5~2.5 m, and exhibits a drop in performance below 90% classification accuracy at 3 m, deteriorating further towards the maximum reading range of 3.5 m. This is reasonable that lower SNR degrades sensing and communication performance. Note that the maximum reading range of 3.5 m (ensures the extraction of multi-frequency sensing features and accurate decoding of tags’ responses) is attributed to constraints inherent in the USRP platform and the native EPC Gen2 codes, rather than our design. This operational range is deemed acceptable for scenarios involving gesture recognition and liquid classification in existing research.

![Fig. 17. Performance towards different tag-to-reader-antenna distances.](image)

B. Performance in Gesture Recognition

In this application, we compare RF-Wise (using one single tag and the $\mathcal{F}_{dyn}$ feature) with PAR-PHA and PAR-HOP as well. For ARY-HOP, we find the large latency in the frequency hopping undermines its sensing performance in the dynamic sensing scenario. Hence, we change it to:

- **ARY-PHA** [34]: using a tag array of ten tags (ARY) and the signal’s phase (PHA) for sensing.

1) Overall performance: Fig. 18(a) shows the accuracy of recognizing six hand gestures by different methods. PAR-PHA achieves an accuracy of 77.3% (which is higher than the accuracy of 57.5% in the liquid classification, because the number of liquids is much larger than that of the gestures). With frequency hopping, the accuracy of PAR-HOP is even decreased and the reason will be explained soon. With the help of multiple tags, ARY-PHA improves the accuracy to 92.9%, while RF-Wise can achieve 97.5% using one tag only. Compared with PAR-PHA, 20.2% gain is obtained by using the RF-Wise’s fine-grained features with one tag only. In addition, ARY-PHA still faces the issue of collisions. Typically, one ARY-PHA feature is obtained after every tag in an array has been read once. As the number of tags increases, collisions among these tags degrade the sensing rate, resulting in longer acquisition duration for one ARY-PHA feature. This may render ARY-PHA a coarse-grained sensing method for dynamic targets when the tags’ number is much larger.

To understand why the frequency hopping becomes less effective for a dynamic sensing target, we ask a volunteer to perform one gesture three times, and Fig. 19(a) shows the features extracted by PAR-HOP each time. The signal actually senses different parts of the gesture each time due to the

![Fig. 18. Gesture recognition accuracy (a) among different methods and (b) RF-Wise using various bandwidths.](image)
large and uncertain hopping latency. Moreover, and each phase measure leads to a limited number of features to be used. In contrast, the signal from RF-Wise can capture the gesture consistently (without hopping delay) and obtain fine-grained features over frequencies each time (Fig. 19(b)), which thus leads to more reliable sensing results even in the dynamic sensing scenario.

![Fig. 19. The feature collected from three queries by using (a) frequency hopping and (b) RF-Wise.](image)

In Fig. 18(b), we examine the RF-Wise’s performance under the other two bandwidth settings. The common 2 MHz can lead to 96.1% which will be further increased to 97.2% when the bandwidth is 10 MHz. Such a result also suggests that the high-resolution and fine-grained sensing features are the main source leading to sensing improvement.

2) Impact of gesture speeds: In the evaluation, we only use the sensing data collected when all the volunteers perform gestures in a normal speed to train the classifier. In Fig. 20(a), we use this classifier to test on the gestures with relatively slower and faster speeds. We can see that the accuracy for both setting is decreased slightly, e.g., 91.7% (slow) and 95% (fast). One possible way to further improve the accuracy is to include a few training data under different speeds. The performance can be improved, e.g., 95.8% (slow) and 96.7% (fast) in Fig. 20(a).

3) Impact of hand-to-tag distances: So far, we only use the sensing data collected with the hand-to-tag distance of 5 cm to train the classifier. In Fig. 20(b), we use it to examine the performance when the distance is prolonged to 15 cm. It is understandable that the accuracy will decrease when this distance increases, while the accuracy is still above 90% at 15 cm. If we add more training data collected from different distances, the accuracy is consistently high across these distances.

C. Micro-benchmarks

1) Compatible to RFID communication: To understand whether RF-Wise impacts on the underlying RFID communication, we conduct a series of micro-benchmarks in this subsection. For a comprehensive understanding, we add two more bandwidth settings of 4 and 20 MHz in this experiment. For each micro-benchmark, we use the performance by running the native EPC Gen2 protocol over a common 2 MHz band as a baseline. Some key parameter configurations include a

![Fig. 20. Recognition accuracy v.s. (a) the gesture speed and (b) the hand-to-tag distance.](image)

915MHz center frequency, 40 KHz BLF, and FM0 coding. The devices (USRP, antenna, tag, etc.) and experimental environments remain consistent with those used for RF-Wise.

![Fig. 21. Compatibility to RFID communications and computation latency.](image)

Fig. 21(a-c) summarizes the comparison results for 1) the reader's reading rate of RFID tags, i.e., the number of queries per second, 2) the success decoding rate of tag’s EPC information, and 3) the maximum communication distance (with the decoding rate higher than 97%). We can see that for each micro-benchmark, the performance of RF-Wise is similar to its baseline, which indicates that the customization of the RFID signals (continuous wave) by RF-Wise does not impact the underlying RFID communications, while this design can bring powerful sensing abilities for RFID systems.

2) Computation latency: We examine the latency to obtain the sensing feature from each query (including the signal processing, feature extraction, and all relevant computations). Fig. 22 shows that the average latency for $F_{sta}$ are 3.8 ms, 12.8 ms, and 29.8 ms across 2 MHz, 10 MHz, and 25 MHz.
bandwidth. The corresponding results for $F_{\text{dyn}}$ are 2.2 ms, 7.2 ms, and 18.3 ms. It suggests that RF-Wise does not introduce expensive computations.

3) Signal power: According to FCC regulations, the power of the signal should not exceed the maximum threshold (around 36 dBm within the ISM band). Measuring the dBm value of a signal requires a dedicated and expensive measurement device that is not available to us. Therefore, we use another alternative way to measure the power level of our design. Specifically, we use another USRP device as a monitor to measure the power (relative gain in dB) of our transmitted signals and compare it to the power from a standard EPC Gen2 RFID communication (this is viewed as a baseline). As shown in Fig. 23, the baseline produces an average -42.5 dB relative gain, and RF-Wise leads to comparable or even lower powers, such as -51.5 dB to -42 dB when $\alpha = 1 \sim 6$. In particular, RF-Wise is configured for the best sensing performance, i.e., 25 MHz bandwidth and 150 sub-carriers, while all other system settings are the same as the baseline. The result indicates that RF-Wise can ensure a legal execution of EPC Gen2 compliant to the FCC regulations.

4) Environmental impacts: In this experiment, volunteers were instructed to walk both alongside and in front of the system, varying the distances from 0.5 m to 4.5 m. As depicted in Fig. 24, walking in front had more effects compared to walking alongside. For liquid classification, there is about a 30%~40% accuracy reduction at distances less than 1.5 m, while performances recover to about 90% at distances of 3.5 m and 2.5 m for walking in front and alongside, respectively. In contrast, impacts on gesture recognition were less significant. Sensing performance remains moderate (over 90%) at distances exceeding 1 m. Our directional antenna’s field of view is about 72 degrees, resulting in fewer impacts from the side compared to the front. Since this problem is a kind of cross-domain issue, we would like to further discuss it in Section VII.

5) Comparison: To ensure a focused comparison, we primarily considered recent and promising wideband RFID sensing research in Table III. All these methods require either two devices or hardware integration to improve sensing/localization performance. However, the cost and overhead of extra devices, customized hardware, and system synchronization are relatively higher than RF-Wise. For instance, RFind [37], RF-EATS [1], and POLAR [38] are formed with numerous narrowbands, introducing time latency for acquiring wideband sensing features. While RF-EATS’s liquid classification result is similar to ours requiring about 20$\times$-40$\times$ bandwidth. Additionally, TurboTrack [30] transmits a 100 MHz wideband signal, which can be considered as a trade-off between bandwidth and system efficiency/cost. In contrast, our approach is more feasible for implementation in commercial RFID systems, providing multi-frequency and wider-band sensing while preserving RFID’s essential advantages and communication function.

### VI. Related work

In existing RFID systems, reader can obtain accurate phase information from the RF signals, which are leveraged in many designs bounded to tag’s own movements, e.g., localization of tags [39]–[41], vibration counting [10], etc. However, it is not sufficient for a large spectrum of sensing tasks relying on the fine-grained features extracted from the RFID signals.

To advance RFID sensing, one representative family of solutions is to use a tag array of multiple tags and measure the RSS/phase/Doppler-shift information from these different tags to harness their features’ spatial diversity [42]–[44]. In particular, GRfid [45] and RF-finger [34] use 35 and 40 tags

### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison to Four Recent and Promising Methods.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of devices</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customized hardware</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maintenance cost/overhead</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classification Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to recognize different gestures. TagScan [13] adopts two linear tag arrays (eight tags for each array) for material sensing and shape imaging. EUIGR [46] and TagSMM [47] utilize four and six tags in their sensing designs. In addition to the deployment overhead of using multiple tags, the main drawback is the collision incurred among tags, which can easily degrade the sensing performance, especially in sensing the moving target.

To overcome such limitations, recent works tend to use fewer tags and employ frequency hopping to increase the sensing fidelity across frequencies [12]. This principle works but the practical hurdle comes from the relatively large latency for hopping between two frequencies in RFID systems. As shown in the evaluation, its improvement is limited, especially in sensing the moving target. To advance prior sensing designs, some recent works [1], [30], [37] propose to transmit wideband (100–500 MHz) signals during the RFID communication, to obtain multi-dimensional and high-resolution sensing information. However, the cost of such an extra transmitting device and the overhead of synchronizing this extra signal with the RFID signal before the feature extraction cannot be neglected.

In summary, leveraging wideband and multi-frequency features to augment sensing performance presents several limitations. i) Large time latency. Frequency hopping usually takes about 200 ms to switch frequencies once, while previous wideband methods are achieved by combining consecutive narrow bands using the band splicing technique [48]. The acquisition of a multi-frequency/wideband sensing feature takes much time. ii) High cost and overhead. To the best of our knowledge, previous studies on multi-frequency and wideband RFID sensing employed two devices or directly integrated two communication systems, which raised higher deployment and maintenance costs. iii) Signal interference. It can be inferred that a wideband (covering the RFID band) sensing signal transmitted by device “A” can cause interference to RFID device/signal [49].

In contrast to existing methods, RF-Wise concentrates on introducing multi-frequency and wider-band sensing capabilities into RFID itself through a lightweight and software-based framework, without the need for additional devices and adhering to commercial RFIDs. RF-Wise is motivated by an insightful observation to customize the RFID signals [50]–[52], while these works mainly add noises to secure RFID signals, which are not related to the frequency multiplexing and do not address the unique challenges encountered in RF-Wise. In the literature, there are also some RFID-based application designs, e.g., authentication [53], temperature monitoring [54], beamforming [55], etc., which are orthogonal to this paper.

VII. DISCUSSION

Harnessing the wide bandwidth. Wideband and even ultra-wideband RFID sensing have been considered promising countermeasures to enhance the sensing capabilities of RFID recently. However, it raises a concern about whether a large bandwidth can be utilized simultaneously. In particular, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Regulation, especially in part 15.24x, mainly specifies the upper power limit for the center-frequency signal and harmonics. We have not identified an explicit regulation that prohibits the use of the entire bandwidth for transmission. Conversely, in the RFID standard, frequency hopping is employed to maximize spectral efficiency and minimize signal interference in optional multi/dense-interrogator (RFID reader) operating modes. The reader is required to adopt a channel plan in compliance with local regulations. However, in certain autonomous scenarios like factories, warehouses, and smart homes, without non-RFID systems (in-band) and dense readers, the use of the entire bandwidth (when necessary) for crucial sensing tasks is acceptable. Furthermore, the RFID standard notes that “even within a given regulatory region are prone to ongoing reinterpretation and revision”, suggesting a potential avenue for wideband RFID approval by manufacturers in the future.

Limited working range. RFID stands as a low-cost, low-energy-consumption, and widely deployed identification system in our daily lives. Sticking tags on different products is a natural working manner for RFIDs, making it an ideal method for sensing these objects’ material, location, movement, etc., compared to other RF sensing techniques. Moreover, with the advancement of UHF RFID, which typically operates within several meters using directional antennas, it still holds significant potential for contactless human-computer interaction and smart manufacturing applications. However, for smart services requiring a larger sensing range, such as those extending beyond 10 meters, alternatives like WiFi, millimeter-wave radar, and other RF-based solutions are preferred.

Environmental impacts. For static reflectors, their impact is limited as the offsets they cause in sensing features remain consistent across different targets. However, dynamic reflectors and environmental changes pose challenges for all RF signal-based sensing methods, representing a cross-domain issue. While this problem is a specific research topic, it falls outside the scope of our paper. Our focus is on proposing a lightweight, low-cost, and highly efficient solution that introduces multi-frequency and wider-band sensing capabilities into RFID itself while preserving its normal communication.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents RF-Wise, a system to push the limit of RFID sensing. The key innovation is that through a purely software-based solution atop standard RFID using one tag, RF-Wise can obtain fine-grained CSI-like sensing samples across frequencies concurrently. Based on this, we further propose novel designs to ensure that the added sensing ability does not impact underlying RFID communications and make great engineering efforts in the development. We finally show the advantages of RF-Wise through two useful applications. A preliminary version of this study has been published in the proceedings of IEEE INFOCOM 2022 [56].
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